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Abstract: Norman Jouppi while introducing the record long list of authors of Google’s TPU paper at ISCA 2017 remarked – one needs a village to make a chip. This talk proposes a VLSI design method that holds promise of getting the same work done with just a family. This new VLSI design method is based on two principles, one is to raise the abstraction of physical design to micro-architecture level from the present day boolean level standard cells and the second is to adopt a synchoros VLSI design style that enables composition by abutment to eliminate logic and physical synthesis for the end user. The proposed method raises the abstraction of physical design to micro-architecture level by adopting coarse grain reconfigurable logic for computation, storage and interconnect. All variations in function, capacity, architecture and degree of parallelism are realised by clustering and configuration of the coarse grain reconfigurable cells that we call as SiLago blocks – Silicon Lego Blocks. The micro-architecture level SiLago blocks replace boolean level standard cells as the atomic building blocks of the VLSI systems. These CGRA fabrics are domain specific – inner modem, outer modem, scratchpad memory, dynamic programming, NOCs, infrastructural elements like RISC system controller, PLL/CGU, RGU, DRAM control etc. Each CGRA fabric is holistically customized for its domain, not just for computation but also for control, interconnect, address generation, local storage etc. The CGRAs provide an architecturally regular basis for a synchoros VLSI design style. Synchoricity is derived from the Greek word “choros” for space. The way synchronous systems divide time uniformly with clock ticks and enables temporal composition, synchoros systems divide space uniformly with grids and enables spatial composition. All SiLago blocks are synchoros or ratiochoros and bring out all their interconnects to periphery on grid at right place and on right metal layer to enable composition by abutment of valid neighbours.

The net result of adopting the above two principles is that as soon as a design is refined down to micro-architecture level, the dimension and position of every single wire segment and transistor is known with certainty in the 100 million gate design. To view more of abstract, click here.
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